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QUESTION 1

You need to recommend a solution to meet the requirements for the globalization features. Which feature should you
recommend? 

A. First release program 

B. FastTrack program 

C. Product Roadmap 

D. Release validation program 

E. Preview early access program 

Correct Answer: A 

Note: 

*

 The CTO has learned that there are updates to globalization features in Dynamics 365 Finance. The IT staff has been
tasked with ensuring that they are the first group to receive these updates. 

*

 The IT department has decided not to code for globalization issues because they are in an upcoming service update.
They are closing in on go-live and need to make sure that the updates are applied in time. Service updates are
continuous, touchless updates that provide new features and functionality. You are in control and manage how your
organization receives these updates. 

For example, you can sign up for the First Release program so that your organization receives updates first. You can
apply the updates to any of your environments manually (self-update) or remain on the default release schedule and
receive the auto-updates when you schedule them using LCS. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/fin-ops-core/fin-ops/getstarted/public-preview-releases 

 

QUESTION 2

A toy manufacturer keeps finished products in a physical warehouse. 

The manufacturer and distributor use different inventory control software. 

Sales orders are used to move inventory to the distributor. 

The distributor must be notified immediately when the toy manufacturer ships an order. 

You need to determine a solution for providing notifications to the distributor\\'s inventory system. 

What are three possible ways to achieve this goal? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 
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A. OData 

B. Custom web service 

C. Lifecycle Services 

D. Business events 

E. Recurring integrations 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

QUESTION 3

DRAG DROP 

A company is implementing Dynamics 365 and requires extensive data and end-to-end testing during each iteration. 

You need to determine a testing strategy for multiple scenarios. 

What should you recommend? To answer, drag the appropriate tools to the correct scenarios. Each tool may be used
once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view content. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 

Reference: https://community.dynamics.com/ax/b/happyd365fo/posts/testing-tool-options-in-microsoft-
dynamics-365-finance-and-operations 

 

QUESTION 4

HOTSPOT 

You need to recommend a solution to meet the requirements for extreme weather. 

What should you recommend? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 

Box 1: Configurable business documents (CBD) 

One of the top pain points reported by customers is the absence of a business user experience to customize printable
business documents. By using Microsoft Office-based templates, we provide customers with predefined documents in
the 

most familiar tools available in the market to customize business documents. This also opens the door to create a
marketplace around standard and regulatory business documents that are tailored for specific industries or regions not
covered 

by Finance and Operations apps. 

Box 2: Microsoft Power BI 

A report must show seasonality and weather patterns so that Margie\\'s Travel does not offer excursions during
timeframes where severe weather is predicted. 

Microsoft Power BI is a suite of business analytics tools that let you analyze data and share insights. By using Power BI
tools, you can explore data and quickly create rich reports and dashboards. You and your colleagues can then use the 

reports interactively on many devices. 

You can create high-volume, near-real-time "operational Power BI reports" by using Entity store. Microsoft Power BI
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content that partners and independent software vendors (ISVs) developed can be embedded directly into the Microsoft 

Dynamics 365 Finance 

 

QUESTION 5

HOTSPOT 

A client is planning to implement a Dynamics 365 environment. 

The client wants to use Power BI for near real-time reporting and plans on using the Regression suite automation tool to
automate testing. 

You need to recommend a solution based on the requirements. 

What should you recommend? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 6

Fourth Coffee plans to implement Dynamics 365 Finance and Dynamics 365 Supply Chain Management. The company
owns and operates the following divisions: 

You need to ensure that Fourth Coffee can report financial results by division. Which strategy should you recommend? 

A. Create two legal entities, create one warehouse and associate the financial dimension to the warehouse. 

B. Create one legal entity with one site that has two warehouses. Associate the financial dimensions to the
warehouses. 

C. Create two legal entities, create one site and associate a financial dimension per company. 

D. Create one legal entity with two sites. Associate financial dimensions to sites. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

Reference: https://www.nexsoftsys.com/articles/financial-dimensions-in-dynamics-365-services.html 
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QUESTION 7

DRAG DROP 

A company plans to build Power Apps apps as part of their digital transformation strategy. 

App makers require access to individual environments to learn how to build apps through the Community Plan. Tenant
users require access to an environment in which they can test apps as well as have database backup and restore 

capabilities. 

You need to recommend appropriate environments for the company. 

What should you recommend? To answer, drag the appropriate environments to the correct requirements. Each
environment may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or
scroll to view 

content. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: Developer Developer Developer environments are created by users who have the Developer Plan license.
They\\'re special environments intended only for use by the owner. Provisioning developer environments can be
restricted to admins (see Block trial licenses commands). The developer environment will be available as long as you
actively use the Power Apps Developer Plan. 

Box 2: Sandbox These are non-production environments, which offer features like copy and reset. Sandbox
environments are used for development and testing, separate from production. Provisioning sandbox environments can
be restricted to admins (because production environment creation can be blocked), but converting from a production to
a sandbox environment can\\'t be blocked. 

 

QUESTION 8

You need to solve User1\\'s issue. What should you create? 

A. Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN)with Power Automate 

B. GitHub Solution Blueprint template 

C. GitHub Cutover template 

D. Data Migration framework data packages 

Correct Answer: D 

Data migration is a key success factor in almost every implementation. A primary concern of some customers is the
speed that data can be migrated at, especially if there are vast amounts of data and a small cutover window. The Data
migration framework is also used to move data as part of business requirements and operations. 

A data package for a Dynamics 365 Finance and Operations app can consist of one or many data entities. A typical
data package consists of a group of entities for a specific task,process, or function. 
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Note: A mock cutover was conducted. It was unsuccessful due to lack of coordination across the countries. The lack of
success created timing issues with data uploads from centralized IT and validation at the country level. User1 must use
a 

standard template to prevent the mock cutover issue happening at go-live. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/fin-ops-core/devitpro/sysadmin/optimize-data-migration 

 

QUESTION 9

DRAG DROP 

A professional services company is implementing Dynamics 365 Finance. The company has the following business
entities: 

You need to configure the system to support this organizational structure. 

How should you configure the organization? To answer, drag the appropriate configurations to the correct entities. Each
configuration may be used once. more than once. or not at all You may need to drag the split bar between panes or
scroll 

to view content. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: Legal entity 

Box 2: Legal entity for elimination 

Elimination transactions are required when a parent legal entity does business with one or more subsidiary legal entities
and uses consolidated financial reporting. Consolidated financial statements must include only transactions that occur 

between the consolidated organization and other entities outside that organizations. Therefore, transactions between
legal entities that are part of the same organization must be removed, or eliminated, from the general ledger, so they
don\\'t 

appear on financial reports. There are multiple ways to report about eliminations: 

An elimination rule can be created and processed in a consolidation or elimination company. 

Financial reporting can be used to show the eliminations accounts and dimensions on a specific row or column. 

A separate legal entity can be used to post manual transaction entries to track eliminations. 

 

QUESTION 10

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while 

others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

A company implements Dynamics 365 Finance. 

Forms and reports take longer than usual to open and run in the production environment. 

You need to investigate the performance issue by using SQL Insights in Lifecycle Services (LCS). 

Solution: Disable and enable page locks and lock escalation. 

Does the solution meet the goal? 
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A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/fin-ops-core/dev-itpro/lifecycle-
services/performancetroubleshooting 

 

QUESTION 11

DRAG DROP 

You need to determine which system functionality meets the business requirement. 

What should you recommend? To answer, drag the appropriate functionalities to the correct requirements. 

Each functionality may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes
or scroll to view content. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer:  
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QUESTION 12

DRAG DROP 

A company is planning a Dynamics 365 deployment. 

The company needs to determine whether to implement an on-premises or a cloud deployment based on system
performance. 

You need to work with a developer to determine the proper tool from the Performance SDK to complete performance
testing. 

Which tool should you use? To answer, drag the appropriate tools to the correct scenarios. Each tool may be used
once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view content. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/fin-ops-core/dev-itpro/perf-test/perfsdk-tutorial-lbd
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/fin-ops-core/dev-itpro/perf-test/single-user-test-perf-sdk 

 

QUESTION 13

DRAG DROP 

A client wants to create a custom view-only security role that allows users to view the customer list in the accounts
receivable module. It must be accurately reported during a security audit. 

You need to recommend how to implement the privileges. 

Which five actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to
the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 
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Reference: https://www.powerobjects.com/blog/2018/01/23/dynamics-365-for-finance-and-operations-security/ 

 

QUESTION 14

A company plans to implement Dynamics 365 Finance + Operations (on-premises). 

The company has system compliance requirements that must be addressed. You need to design the solution for the
company. 

What should you address in the design? 

A. employee retirement 

B. data privacy 

C. fair labor standards 

D. equal employment opportunity 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 15

You need to recommend a toolset to assist with User3\\'s feedback about the issues with journal entry and new user
training. What should you recommend? 

A. RSAT tool with LCS 

B. Task Recorder with RSAT 

C. Task Recorder with BPM library 

D. RSAT tool with Asset library 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/fin-ops-core/dev-itpro/lifecycle-services/bpm-overview 
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